LEMMA. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal m and residue class field A/m = F. Suppose that A contains a field L\ suppose further that F f is a finite separable extension of L satisfying Lc'F'c F. Then there exists a subring A! of A such that: (a) A' is a discrete valuation ring containing L; (b) A r c A is local and fiat; (c) if we denote by m' the maximal ideal of A, then m = m'A; (d) the image of A! in F is F f ; {since m ΓΊ A = m', this implies that we may identify the residue class field of A! with F').
Proof. Let m be generated by the parameter π. Consider first the case in which A contains a field mapping isomorphically onto F'; let us denote this field also by F'. π is easily seen to be algebraically independent of F' f so the subring 
P{F) > Mod fg(A) < P(A) P(F<)
where the vertical arrows are induced by extension of scalars; the middle functor is exact bebause Aid A is flat. 
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